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Trade and investment barriers rise
Congress is still working on legislation that will
update the process for approving foreign firms
targeting domestic acquisition candidates under
the CFIUS (Committee on Foreign Investment in the
United States), making inbound investment more
burdensome. This has consequences for NAFTA
negotiations: Many members of Congress concede
that it is now too late in the process to get the
required approval for any new NAFTA 2.0 deal.
Negotiations are likely to stall between Mexico’s
July 1 presidential election, in which leftist
candidate Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador prevailed,
and the U.S. midterm elections on November 6.
Some geopolitical strategy research firms expect
Trump to announce a formal withdrawal from
NAFTA during the summer.
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During the second quarter, relatively little has
changed with regard to the path of the Trump
administration’s trade policy. A 25% tariff on $34
billion of imports from China is planned for July 6,
and China is expected to counter with tariffs targeting
goods from swing states that Trump carried in
the 2016 election, where voters might vote for his
opponents this coming November. Additional U.S.
tariffs on autos and auto parts are rumored to be
coming next.
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The ECB signals caution
The Fed meanwhile, in its most recent meeting,
pledged to continue its policy of quantitative tightening
(QT) at an accelerating rate. The pace of balance sheet
runoff increases from $30 billion per month to $40 billion
per month starting in July, and then tops out at $50 billion
per month in October under the plan released by the
FOMC last year. While the Fed follows this timetable, there
was an important new development in the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) June meeting: ECB President Mario
Draghi finally announced an end to their bond-buying
program. The program will scale down from the current
30 billion euros per month to 15 billion euros per month
in October and end completely at year-end. While this
announcement had been expected for several months,
the ECB surprised markets by pledging to keep its policy
rate slightly negative “at least through the summer of
2019.” The announcement sent the euro down 2% against
the U.S. dollar, adding fuel to the fire of dollar strength
seen since mid-April. In that period, the dollar index
(versus six major currencies) is up almost 6%, while an
index of emerging-market currencies (JPMorgan Emerging
Market Currency Index) has declined almost 10% since
mid-February.

The storm beneath the calm
Given the cross-currents of liquidity being removed
from the system via QT and a sudden burst of U.S.
dollar strength, we can start to connect the dots back
to signs of stress lurking under the surface of otherwise
calm markets. While the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq 100
are up for the year through June by approximately 3%
and 11%, respectively. Outside of the well-known issues
with Deutsche Bank, a broad swath of banks across the
continent are down 10%–20%. Meanwhile, in emerging
markets (EM), the equity markets in Turkey, Argentina
Indonesia, Philippines, and China are all down 15%–17%
in local currency terms. EM bond spreads have widened
almost 100 basis points this year — almost as much as
they did following China’s surprise revaluation of the yuan
in August 2015. And according to the Institute of International Finance (IIF), over $1.9 trillion in emerging-market
debt and loans mature by the end of this year, with 15%
of that denominated in dollars. Russia and Turkey will see
some of the larger rollovers, and their currencies are down
10% and 20%, respectively, versus the dollar, making the
cost to roll that debt even more burdensome.
How could these stresses emerge? Just months ago, the
common narrative was one of globally synchronized,
above-trend global growth. With S&P 500 companies
posting earnings growth of 24% in the first quarter and
estimates suggesting they will continue to do so for the
remainder of 2018, how is it that U.S. large-cap stocks,
excluding FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix,
and Google), are essentially unchanged for the first half
of the year?

Emerging-market currencies are
down almost 10% since February
JPMorgan Emerging Market Currency Index,
6/30/16–6/21/18
74

Business conditions are more challenging
As is always the case when analyzing market movements, there is no single, clear-cut answer. Our operative
view is that we are coming to a crossroad of sorts. The
global financial system is more heavily indebted than
it was prior to the financial crisis in 2008. Corporate
leverage is higher, the debt burden of many emergingmarket economies is higher, and the fiscal situation of
many developed-market economies is worse. Those
facts were easily overlooked when global interest rates
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invert the yield curve, should the recent movements of
the curve’s long end continue, we will pass another key
signpost in the traditional “late cycle” landscape.

and credit spreads were falling, as they were for just
about every year since the Great Recession in 2008. The
dangers of leverage were also kept in check by the asset
purchase programs of the world’s major central banks.
The real fed funds rate has quickly returned to positive
levels and is approaching the natural rate of interest.

It’s time to reduce risk
Several of our quantitative tools are suggesting we are
later in the cycle, and we have reduced some of our risktaking in equity and commodities. Trade war remains a
key risk to the global economy, not because of the first
order effects of tariffs themselves, but due to secondorder impacts to global supply chains and a potential
reduction in corporate animal spirits, which have effects
on capital expenditures and hiring. Politics in Italy and
the possibility of a confrontation with the European
Union in their budget process also pose a risk into early
autumn. We will closely follow trade policy developments and eurozone risk over the next few months.

Just as these changes in the terrain have happened
slowly and incrementally, it seems intuitive that the
reversal of the conditions that had been in place should
have the opposite effects — namely higher volatility
and a higher burden of proof for risky assets. It’s worth
noting, as well, that the United States has already used
a major tool in the fiscal policy arsenal, which was best
saved for when the economy most needs it. Finally,
with the Powell-led Fed signaling a shift to less forward
guidance and to what looks like a preset trajectory to

While not tight, Fed policy has become much more restrictive
over the past year
Real fed funds rate and R-star rate, 12/31/04–5/31/18
R-star (natural rate of interest)
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Source: Bloomberg. R-star is the real natural rate of interest, or the inflation-adjusted short-term interest rate expected to prevail when
the economy is operating at its full potential (Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco).
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This material is for informational and educational purposes
only. It is not a recommendation of any specific investment
product, strategy, or decision, and is not intended to suggest
taking or refraining from any course of action. It is not intended
to address the needs, circumstances, and objectives of any
specific investor. Putnam, which earns fees when clients select
its products and services, is not offering impartial advice in a
fiduciary capacity in providing this sales and marketing material.
This information is not meant as tax or legal advice. Investors
should consult a professional advisor before making investment
and financial decisions and for more information on tax rules and
other laws, which are complex and subject to change.
This material is provided for limited purposes. It is not intended
as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial
instrument, or any Putnam product or strategy. References to
specific asset classes and financial markets are for illustrative
purposes only and are not intended to be, and should not be
interpreted as, recommendations or investment advice. The
opinions expressed in this article represent the current, goodfaith views of the author(s) at the time of publication. The views
are provided for informational purposes only and are subject to
change. This material does not take into account any investor’s
particular investment objectives, strategies, tax status, or

investment horizon. Investors should consult a financial advisor
for advice suited to their individual financial needs. Putnam
Investments cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness
of any statements or data contained in the article. Predictions,
opinions, and other information contained in this article are
subject to change. Any forward-looking statements speak only
as of the date they are made, and Putnam assumes no duty
to update them. Forward-looking statements are subject to
numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties. Actual results
could differ materially from those anticipated. Past performance
is not a guarantee of future results. As with any investment, there
is a potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss.
Diversification does not guarantee a profit or ensure against loss.
It is possible to lose money in a diversified portfolio.
Consider these risks before investing: International investing
involves certain risks, such as currency fluctuations, economic
instability, and political developments. Investments in small
and/or midsize companies increase the risk of greater price
fluctuations. Bond investments are subject to interest-rate risk,
which means the prices of the fund’s bond investments are likely
to fall if interest rates rise. Bond investments also are subject to
credit risk, which is the risk that the issuer of the bond may default
on payment of interest or principal. Interest-rate risk is generally
greater for longer-term bonds, and credit risk is generally greater
for below-investment-grade bonds, which may be considered
speculative. Unlike bonds, funds that invest in bonds have
ongoing fees and expenses. Lower-rated bonds may offer higher
yields in return for more risk. Funds that invest in government
securities are not guaranteed. Mortgage-backed securities are
subject to prepayment risk. Commodities involve the risks of
changes in market, political, regulatory, and natural conditions.
You can lose money by investing in a mutual fund.
In the United States, mutual funds are distributed by Putnam
Retail Management.

Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund before
investing. For a prospectus, or a summary prospectus if available, containing this and other information for any
Putnam fund or product, call your financial representative or call Putnam at 1-800-225-1581. Please read the
prospectus carefully before investing.
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